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TAKING MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES  
TO THE NEXT LEVEL
The IT security landscape has changed dramatically in recent years. The 
volume and growth of zero-day attacks, phishing scams, social engineering 
attempts, malicious websites, and other malware are at all-time highs. 
Keeping an organization safe presents challenges because of increasingly 
dispersed workforces with wider user access on a growing number of 
platforms. 

Industry figures indicate over 95 percent of consumer and business PCs 
have virus protection. However, more than one-quarter of PCs do not 
run up-to-date antivirus software, leaving them vulnerable to infection, 
according to the Microsoft Security Intelligence Report.1

Businesses can no longer be fully secure with basic 
endpoint antivirus tools that require lengthy installs, 
time-consuming scans, and frequent updating.

Today’s malware is too sophisticated for traditional Internet security 
models. Businesses can no longer be fully secure with basic endpoint 
antivirus tools that require lengthy installs, time-consuming scans, and 
frequent updating. Businesses and the solution providers that serve them 
need a comprehensive Web security solution that protects endpoints 
and users, regardless of them being connected to the network. The ideal 
solution must be lightweight, easy to install and manage, and provide real-
time protection against modern threats. For managed service providers, 
that same platform needs to add value, integrate with existing remote 
management processes, and be suited to the unique challenges of managed 
services delivery.

In this white paper, we will outline the changing landscape of security, 
the importance of a high-security posture, the elements of effective Web, 
endpoint, user, and mobile protection, and the ways in which Webroot helps 
partners increase the value and profitability of their security practices.

THE EVOLVING THREAT LANDSCAPE
Since the dawn of malicious code-writing, malware has evolved at an 
alarming rate. Defenses have gotten better, but traditional, reactive models 
cannot hope to address the innovative threats being disseminated today.

As malware writers have matured from haphazard hacker groups into 
organized cybercriminals, the capabilities and complexities of their 
attacks have advanced. Every day, hundreds of thousands of malicious 
programs are released into the wild, many of which are zero-day threats 
that propagate before antivirus tools can be updated to address them. 
The AV-TEST Institute estimates nearly 110 million malware variants are 
in circulation.2

Every day, hundreds of thousands of malicious programs 
are released into the wild, many of which are zero-day 
threats that propagate before antivirus tools can be 
updated to address them.

The payloads attached to these malicious software variants range from 
packet-sniffers to encryption engines used for blackmail. The evolution of 
advanced persistent threats (APTs) reflects a determination to infiltrate 
networks, compromise resources, and steal and sell sensitive data. 

To keep pace, traditional antivirus tools are dependent on large downloads 
of threat signatures and resource-intensive scans. They require massive 
software modules that are difficult to install, while typical endpoint scans 
seem interminable and interfere with user productivity. In addition, endpoint 
security providers often struggle to stay up-to-date with thousands of new 
signatures, causing them to deploy large signature updates daily. This slows 
processing on the endpoint, frustrates users, devours bandwidth, and taxes 
already overburdened system administrators.

Many of today’s most dangerous threats, such as APTs, combine several 
attack vectors. For example, a cybercriminal might send phishing emails to 
lure employees to a website containing malicious software. The code then 
sends user login credentials to servers controlled by the hackers. 

The traditional model for endpoint security protection, in which each 
employee has one PC with restricted network access, is wholly inadequate 
in a world where users switch between personal and corporate devices, and 
malware writers strive for new heights of deviousness. A different approach 
is necessary.

THE SECURITY IMPERATIVE
While protecting modern enterprises through traditional security measures 
increases in difficulty, the stakes for maintaining adequate defenses 
has never been higher. Compromised networks, infected endpoints, and 
stolen data cost businesses millions as organized cybercriminals monetize 
exploits and sell stolen information. According to the Ponemon Institute 
and Symantec, the average cost of an enterprise security breach last year 
was $8.4 million, which constitutes a nearly 6 percent increase over the 
year before.3 While costs vary based on the size of the organization and 
the inherent value of its data, small businesses have even less financial 
tolerance for compromise than large enterprises. 

According to the Ponemon Institute and Symantec, the 
average cost of an enterprise security breach last year 
was $8.4 million, which constitutes a nearly 6 percent 
increase over the year before.3

1 Microsoft Corp.; “Microsoft Security Intelligence Report, Volume 14”; July-Dec. 2013; http://www.microsoft.com/security/sir/default.aspx
2 AV TEST; 2013; http://www.av-test.org/en/statistics/
3 Ponemon Institute and Symantec Inc.; “2013 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Analysis”; May 2013;
http://www.symantec.com/about/news/resources/press_kits/detail.jsp?pkid=ponemon-2013
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4 International Data Corporation (IDC); “U.S. SMB Security Market Sizing and Forecast, 2011-2015”; May 2012;
http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS23507912
5 Privacy Rights Clearinghouse; https://www.privacyrights.org/privacy-alerts

The cost of security breaches increases as the complexity of business IT 
grows. The rise of mobility and cloud computing has all but obliterated 
the concept of a domain perimeter. The pervasiveness of applications and 
bring-your-own-device (BYOD) initiatives, along with the need for universal 
access and instant availability, means more access by more users from 
remote locations on a variety of devices, across multiple networks.

Average security spending across businesses of all sizes is increasing 3 
to 5 percent annually, according to analyst firm IDC, even as the cost of 
data breaches increases at nearly double that rate.4 Businesses struggle to 
manage security spending without sapping dwindling IT budgets, creating 
an imbalance that forces many organizations to make difficult compromises 
that leave them vulnerable to attack.

A report from the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse estimates nearly 563 million 
data records revealing personal information have been compromised in the 
United States in the past eight years.5 Businesses must focus on numerous 
risk factors, such as compliance with regulations, critical infrastructure 
availability, and communications. Any misstep will cost organizations steep 
fines as well as damage to their reputation.

EFFECTIVE SECURITY POSTURE AND 
RESPONSE FOR SMBS
Unfortunately, smaller organizations are often the most vulnerable to 
cyberattacks. This is based largely on a perception of lax security and 
limited budgets for appropriate safeguards. Attacks against SMBs 
doubled last year from the previous year, according to the National Cyber 
Security Alliance (NCSA).

While the costs for cybersecurity incidents are problematic for larger 
organizations, they can be fatal for small businesses. Despite this sobering 
reality, 83 percent of SMBs have no cybersecurity in place, and 60 percent 
have no contingency plan for data loss, the NCSA found.6

Smaller, more vulnerable organizations need comprehensive security 
that is affordable, easy to maintain, and minimizes the burden on limited 
equipment and smaller IT staff.

In addition to secure browsing and advanced antimalware detection, one 
area of concern for SMBs is the growing number of mobile devices within 
their organizations. Mobile devices are an inviting target in the SMB 
environment, where adequate security safeguards – such as advanced 
antivirus, identity protection, application security, remote data-wiping, 
lost device location, SIM card and device locking, network connection 
monitoring – are less likely to be in use.

Individuals using smartphones and other personally owned mobile 
computing devices at work often engage in social media use and 
indiscriminate web surfing on these devices, which increases the risk 
of attacks on the business. Mobile devices are also at greater risk for 
loss or theft, and the fact that they remain powered on and connected 
to the business network makes them ripe for attack. As a result, mobile 
attacks have grown by more than 20 percent since 2009, according to the 
Ponemon Institute.7

Decision-makers must focus on comprehensive, practical, 
profitable solutions that are simple to manage and offer 
effective protection across all devices without disrupting 
user productivity.

Decision makers must focus on comprehensive, practical, and profitable 
solutions that are simple to manage and offer effective protection across 
all devices without disrupting user productivity. Often, the best option 
for SMBs is a solution that delivers cloud-based security, allowing them 
to implement protection without investing in new infrastructure or being 
burdened by deployment and management costs. Such solutions must 
ensure solid integration between mobile security and endpoint protection, 
with centralized management, uniform policy enforcement, and robust 
support for a variety of platforms, regardless of location.

WEBROOT ADDRESSES NEXT-GENERATION 
SECURITY NEEDS
The best way to overcome the shortcomings of traditional antivirus and 
endpoint protection products is to offload processing-intensive signature 
matching and behavioral analysis to the cloud. Webroot was among the first 
vendors to offer endpoint protection, mobile device protection, and web 
security in a purpose-built architecture.

The resource-heavy signature and pattern analyses are handled by 
dedicated hosted servers, so Webroot endpoint and mobile security 
solutions require only a lightweight local client on each endpoint and 
mobile device, minimizing local scan times and using fewer device 
resources. Rather than comparing known malicious signatures locally 
on the device, Webroot SecureAnywhere® products create a hash – or a 
description of suspicious behaviors – and sends that data to be analyzed 
by the BrightCloud® Threat Intelligence Platform. BrightCloud Threat 
Intelligence Services leverage a 150 TB database of constantly updated 
threat information to analyze files and notify the client of its status. Known 
good files are whitelisted and allowed to execute, while malicious files are 
blacklisted to be blocked and removed.

6 National Cyber Security Alliance and Symantec Corp.; “2012 National Small Business Study”; Sept. 2012;
http://www.staysafeonline.org/business-safe-online/resources/
7 Ponemon Institute and Websense Inc.; “Global Study on Mobility Risks”; Feb. 2012;
http://www.ponemon.org/local/upload/file/Websense_Mobility_US_Final.pdf

http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS23507912
 https://www.privacyrights.org/privacy-alerts
http://www.staysafeonline.org/business-safe-online/resources/
http://www.ponemon.org/local/upload/file/Websense_Mobility_US_Final.pdf
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Webroot endpoint and mobile security solutions require 
only a lightweight local client on each endpoint and 
mobile device, minimizing local scan times and using 
fewer device resources.

The Webroot SecureAnywhere® Web Security Service provides an additional 
layer of protection by blocking malware before it reaches the network 
and controlling employee access to external Web sites. This solution uses 
multiple heuristic filters to detect zero-day attacks, identify new phishing 
and malicious sites, and perform URL and web content-filtering based on 
over 600 million IPs across 83 categories.

Managed service providers and IT administrators can use the Webroot 
Global Site Manager or an existing RMM solution to create custom access 
policies for departments, groups and individuals, and to demonstrate 
compliance with acceptable-use policies. The built-in quota policy limits 
bandwidth consumption, time spent online and number of sites accessed.

The integration between Webroot SecureAnywhere® Business Endpoint 
Protection, Webroot SecureAnywhere® Business Mobile Protection and the 
Web Security Service enforces a consistent set of security processes for the 
business network, no matter how far it extends.

WEBROOT FOR PARTNERS: A PROFITABLE 
MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES MODEL
Nearly every solution provider’s portfolio includes a managed or cloud 
service. Security is one of the most broadly offered services, as the need 
to secure data and infrastructure is common across businesses of all types 
and sizes. According to the CTTA State of the Cloud Channel 2013 report, 
cloud-based security services rank fourth highest in customer demand by 
solution providers.8 This demand increases as more SMB customers move 
to the cloud to reduce IT operational and capital expenses.

For all solution providers, the convergence of security and services is a 
powerful sales and profit-driving opportunity. Managed and cloud services 
carry some of the highest margins in the services channel. In the case of 
security services, SMBs’ inability to acquire and operate these products 
amplifies their value. Some 40 percent of solution providers offer security 
services that target the SMB segment for sales growth.

The challenges solution providers face are identifying 
which type of security services to provide and 
understanding necessary levels of expertise.

Solution providers see the SMB security services segment as an 
incremental growth opportunity. More than one-third of those surveyed by 
The 2112 Group believe it will increase their sales by at least 25 percent in 
the coming year. Solution providers with security services in their portfolio 
say such services account for 25 percent of their gross revenue and 20 
percent of their gross profit. These percentages are expected to grow 10 to 
15 percent in 2013, according to The 2112 Group’s research.9

Per Frost and Sullivan, the global managed security services market topped 
$66.25 billion last year and is projected to more than double, reaching 
$139.10 billion by 2021.10 The challenges solution providers face are 
identifying which type of security services to provide and understanding 
necessary levels of expertise. On the high end, security services entail 
security information management, firewall monitoring and management, 
incident response, intrusion detection and prevention, vulnerability scanning 
and remediation, and malware protection. Each has a high level of initial 
investment, inclusive of software, training, certifications, and staffing. The 
cost of building such a security practice can be prohibitive and in many 
cases overkill for SMB solution providers.

Smaller businesses (10 - 100 seats) often do not require high-end, 
enterprise-grade security applications. Most do not have firewalls or IDS/
IPS, and their needs are focused largely on endpoint antivirus, antispam, 
and web content-filtering applications. Delivering these basic security 
protections “as-a-service” can require investing in expensive block 
licensing from traditional security software vendors, or being locked 
into referral programs designed to expand a vendor’s services footprint. 
Therefore, MSPs need a security solution that is easy to adopt, easy to 
price, and easy to deliver.

Webroot has made significant strides in the past two years to address 
the needs of MSPs and resellers. It has become a partner that delivers 
effective defense against viruses, malware, and web-based threats in 
a competitively priced solution that is easy to deploy and manage. The 
Webroot client-cloud architecture meshes with SMB-focused MSPs and 
resellers that want a hosted security solution that installs and protects 
quickly, can be centrally managed, provides rapid deployment, and scans 
without cumbersome security updates or signature downloads.

Endpoint performance is never compromised, as scheduled scans complete 
in under a minute and utilize less than 15 percent of system resources. 
The built-in rollback remediation feature means that, even if an endpoint 
is compromised by a malware infection, no reimaging is necessary. 
Endpoints are protected from infection while offline. Webroot offers 

8 CTTA, a joint venture of The 2112 Group and Channel Partners (Virgo Publishing); “The State of the Cloud Channel”; 2013; http://cloud.channelpartnersonline.com/reports/2013/03/the-state-of-the-cloud-channel.aspx
9 The 2112 Group; “The Evolving Services Era”; April 2013; http://the2112group.com/research/
10 Frost and Sullivan; “Analysis of the Global Managed Sercuirty Services Market”; Jan. 2013; http://www.slideshare.net/FrostandSullivan/frost-sullivan-analysis-on-the-global-managed-security-services-market

http://cloud.channelpartnersonline.com/reports/2013/03/the-state-of-the-cloud-channel.aspx
http://the2112group.com/research/
http://www.slideshare.net/FrostandSullivan/frost-sullivan-analysis-on-the-global-managed-security-services-market
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free support, reducing support time and costs for MSPs, and improving 
customer satisfaction. In addition, Webroot can be managed via the Global 
Site Manager or existing RMM solutions, making it an excellent choice 
for channel partners seeking simple, cost-effective delivery of managed 
protection while generating revenue streams and maintaining margins.

For Webroot partners, the remote management component extends its 
network protection to a broader base of managed services customers, 
expanding the company’s visibility and reach. This opens doors for cross-
sell, upsell, and other revenue opportunities and presents exciting prospects 
for SMB partners entering the managed services arena, as well as those 
looking to bolster their existing managed services portfolio with endpoint 
security add-ons.

CONCLUSION
The continuous wave of malware, zero-day attacks, phishing scams, social 
engineering attempts, and malicious websites have made safeguarding the 
modern business environment more challenging than ever. Compounding the 
issue: the growing number of business demands for constant connectivity 
on a growing number of platforms.

Traditional antivirus tools that rely on bulky client software, performance-
draining scans, and signature downloads are evolving into endpoint 
protection solutions that place the resource-intensive work of protecting 
an organization in the cloud. Webroot is pioneering the delivery of endpoint, 
mobile, and web protection in a purpose-built client-cloud architecture that 
requires only a lightweight local client on each endpoint and mobile device, 
minimizing scan times and using fewer device resources.

For solution providers eyeing the convergence of security and services as 
a powerful profit-driving opportunity, the Webroot client-cloud architecture 
offers a channel-friendly hosted security solution.

Webroot installs and protects quickly, can be centrally managed with 
popular RMM platforms, deploys and scans rapidly, and never slows users 
down with security updates or signature downloads.

© 2015 Webroot Inc. All rights reserved. Webroot, SecureAnywhere, Webroot SecureAnywhere, BrightCloud, Webroot BrightCloud, and Smarter Cybersecurity are trademarks or registered trademarks of Webroot Inc. in the United States and/or other 
countries. All other trademarks are properties of their respective owners. WP _ 110415 _ US
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